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Abstract

Background: Sarcopenia is a progressive and generalised skeletal muscle disorder, and a powerful
predictor of adverse health outcomes. Exercise is a widely recommended treatment but consensus
about

the

best

approach

is

lacking.

Objective: To synthesise current systematic review evidence on the effectiveness of exercise in the
treatment of sarcopenia to inform clinical practice.

1

Data sources: Five electronic databases were searched (15 November 2018): Cochrane Database of
Systematic Reviews; MEDLINE without revisions; EMBASE; Scopus; and Web of Science.
Study selection or eligibility criteria: Systematic reviews and meta-analyses of randomised controlled
trials evaluating exercise to treat sarcopenia in adults including sarcopenic outcomes.
Study appraisal and synthesis methods: Review data were extracted and quality assessed (using the
AMSTAR 2) by two independent assessors. Due to a lack of eligible reviews, a narrative synthesis of
the evidence was performed.
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Results: Two reviews were identified which included seven studies with 619 participants. Study
exercise interventions included: resistance; mixed and whole body vibration training programmes.
Review findings demonstrate limited low quality evidence of positive effects of mixed and resistance
in

treating

sarcopenia.
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training

Limitations: Limited eligible reviews restricted synthesis and interpretation of findings.
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Conclusion and implications of key findings: There is a lack of high quality research with which to
inform the treatment of sarcopenia with exercise. Further research using more precision when
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selecting sarcopenic populations and outcomes is required in this field. this will enable the
identification of effective ways of treating sarcopenia with exercise before evidence-based clinical
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guidelines can be established.
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Contribution of the Paper:


Sarcopenia is a progressive and generalised skeletal muscle disorder associated with poor
health outcome. This review collated systematic review evidence on the role of exercise in the
treatment of sarcopenia.



Findings reveal some evidence for the use of exercise to treat sarcopenia but results should
be viewed with caution due to the poor quality and lack of reviews in this area.



Poor description of the exercise interventions included within the individual studies also limits
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interpretation of findings to guide clinical practice.
The most important finding of this review is the need for more precision in identifying
individuals with sarcopenia, measuring outcome and defining interventions. The use of
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standardised guidelines would enable this process, expand research in this field and guide
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clinical practice.
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Introduction

lP

Keywords: Sarcopenia, frailty, muscular diseases, exercise, ageing.

In 2010 the European Working Group on Sarcopenia in Older People (EWGSOP) defined sarcopenia as
an age-related syndrome characterised by progressive loss of both muscle mass and muscle function
(muscle strength and/or physical performance) (1). These guidelines have been recently updated with
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a focus on low muscle strength as the key characteristic of sarcopenia, with the measurement of low
muscle quantity and quality to confirm this diagnosis and identification of poor physical performance
to measure severity of sarcopenia (2).

Sarcopenia is a powerful predictor of adverse health outcomes including: disability; morbidity and
mortality; decreased quality of life and increased use of healthcare and institutionalisation (3-6). The
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prevalence of sarcopenia is estimated to be between 1-29% in community dwelling populations, 1433% in long-term care populations and 10% in an acute hospital-care population (7). In terms of
financial burden annual health care expenditure relating to sarcopenia in the United States of America
is estimated at around $18.5 billion (8).

Exercise is arguably the intervention with the most evidence in the treatment of sarcopenia. A wealth
of evidence exists demonstrating the positive effects of exercise on the individual components of
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sarcopenia i.e. muscle strength (10), muscle quality and quantity (11) and physical performance (12).
There also exists a rapidly growing body of literature supporting the use of exercise for targeting
sarcopenia as a syndrome i.e. targeting populations with both low muscle strength and reduced
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muscle quality and quantity (7, 13). The most appropriate type of exercise with which to target
sarcopenia has yet to be established. There is however, a compelling argument to suggest that

re

resistance exercise would be an appropriate treatment for sarcopenia as this type of exercise
improves skeletal muscle strength (10) and mass (14) individually, therefore is likely to benefit a
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combination of both reduced muscle strength and mass.
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In contrast to the evidence base for the use of exercise in the treatment of sarcopenia, evidence for
nutritional and pharmaceutical interventions is sparse(13). There is a small amount of evidence
indicating that a healthier diet (e.g. adequate vitamin D intake) may be beneficial in the treatment of
sarcopenia, but this evidence is low quality (15). Whether a combination of exercise and nutrition
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could target sarcopenia also is unclear due to low quality evidence and a lack of precision defining the
population included in these types of studies(16). No specific drugs are currently approved for treating
sarcopenia (17).

As the recognition of sarcopenia as a syndrome and its multiple associated adverse outcomes
continues to increase, it is important we find ways to target this problem in clinical practice. Although
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exercise appears to be an effective method of targeting the individual components of
sarcopeniareview evidence of the effectiveness of exercise on the treatment of sarcopenia as a
syndromehas not been synthesised or used to inform the development of evidence-based clinical
practice guidelines.

Aim
This review aims to synthesise current systematic review evidence on the effectiveness of exercise in
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the treatment of sarcopenia in adults to inform clinical practice.

Methods

-p

Study design and eligibility criteria

We conducted an umbrella review of systematic reviews and meta-analyses of randomised controlled

re

trials of exercise interventions used to treat sarcopenia. This type of methodology was selected as

for the review.
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experts within the group were aware of a number of systematic reviews that may have been eligible
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Articles were deemed eligible if study populations were adults (>18 years) diagnosed with sarcopenia
using the 2010 EWGSOP definition (loss of muscle mass and function (strength or physical
performance)). Only exercise interventions with ‘the specific aim of improving one or more of the
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components of physical fitness (cardiorespiratory fitness; muscle strength; and muscle power)
through a planned structured, repetitive regime’ (18) were eligible. Interventions delivered by
healthcare and non-healthcare professionals in inpatient, outpatient and community settings were
considered. Nutritional interventions were not included in the review. Interventions using combined
nutrition and exercise components were included only if the components were clearly defined and
analysed separately in relation to outcomes. Comparator groups within trials eligible for inclusion
included: standard care; comparison of one active treatment versus another or comparisons of
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different doses, intensities or timing of the same intervention. Reviews were eligible only if the
outcome measures reported for the interventions included both muscle mass (e.g. bio impedance
analysis (BIA), dual x-ray absorptiometry (DEXA), computed tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI)) and muscle function (strength e.g. grip strength and/or physical performance e.g. gait
speed). The rationale behind including papers only if they used both muscle mass and muscle function
outcome measures was to determine exercise effects on sarcopenia as a syndrome defined using the
2010 EWGSOP criterion.
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Protocol
Before the review was conducted a protocol was agreed on by the authors. This protocol is available
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on request from the corresponding author.
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Search Methods

Five electronic databases were systematically searched for articles published up to, and including, 15
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November 2018: Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews (CDSR); MEDLINE without revisions;
EMBASE; Scopus; and Web of Science. The search strategy was undertaken by an information
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specialist (LE). The range of resources selected was influenced by the research question. A decision
was taken not to search CINAHL, which indexes nursing and health literature and there are no
particular subject specific databases which would provide additional literature relating to sarcopenia.

Grey literature sources were not searched as we were not interested in conference
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papers/theses/dissertations/government reports etc. The initial search was conducted in Medline
(see Medline search strategy Appendix A) then translated into the other databases as closely as
possible using appropriate headings and/or keywords. The search terms comprised four concept
areas: (i) sarcopenia, (ii) exercise, (iii) muscle strength and (iv) systematic reviews. No language or year
range limitations were applied. Searches were limited to systematic review articles. The reference lists
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of selected studies were searched manually. Finally, a citation search of included studies was carried
out using ISI Web of Science.

Study Selection
Titles and abstracts returned from the search were independently screened by two authors (SM, NH).
Full-text articles were then independently reviewed by the same two authors using a study selection
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form and any disagreements were resolved via discussion or consultation with a third reviewer (MW).

Data Collection Process

A data extraction form was developed and piloted on one study (Appendix B). Two authors (SM, NH)
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extracted data independently from the included studies with disagreements resolved via discussion.
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Data Items

For each included review, data were extracted relating to: population; methods; outcomes and
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results. The characteristics of the exercise interventions undertaken in the individual studies were
extracted using the Template for Intervention Description and Replication checklist (TIDieR)(19)
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(Appendix E).

Quality Assessment

Systematic review quality was assessed using the AMSTAR 2 (A MeaSurement Tool to Assess
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Systematic Reviews) (20) (Appendix C). Confidence ratings were given based on the number of critical
components met (20). The following criteria were applied as advised by the AMSTAR 2 working group:
high confidence rating-no or one non-critical weakness; moderate confidence rating-more than one
non-critical weakness; low confidence rating-one critical flaw with or without non-critical weaknesses
and critically low-more than one critical flaw with or without non-critical weaknesses (20).
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Methodological quality was assessed independently by two authors (SM, NH) with disagreements
resolved via discussion.

Assessment of Evidence Quality
Due to heterogeneity in the quality assessment and analysis methods used within the included
reviews, it was not possible to conduct an assessment using the GRADE criteria (21). Instead, the
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methodological quality assessment results conducted by review authors were summarised.

Evidence synthesis

Due to heterogeneity of outcome measures, a narrative synthesis of the evidence was deemed

-p

appropriate.
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Re-review of excluded/included reviews using EWGSOP updated guidelines

To determine whether the updated EWGSOP operational definition of sarcopenia (2) altered the
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findings of this umbrella review all excluded/included reviews were re-examined (12/06/2019). The
focus of the new operational definition of sarcopenia is low muscle strength defined using cut-off
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points for grip strength and chair stand. Whether any of the excluded/included reviews included
populations using this definition was explored.

Results
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A total of 1799 references were returned from the search strategy after removal of duplicates (Figure
1). Thirty six articles were identified as potentially relevant, with two systematic reviews fulfilling
review eligibility criteria. Included and excluded reviews are provided in Appendix D.
Review characteristics
Review characteristics are summarised in Table 1. Seven trials were identified within the two included
reviews, with three of the trials included in both reviews (22-24). The total sample size was 619
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participants, all of whom were aged >60. Of the 7 studies, 2 did not specify gender. Of the remaining
5 studies, 451 participants were female and 63 were male. 6 of the trials were randomised controlled
trials and 1 was a quasi-experimental intervention study (25).

Confidence ratings
AMSTAR 2 quality ratings of both reviews were critically low. In Vlietstra et al. 2018 (26), issues
identified were: lack of established methods prior to review conduct; study design selection; search
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strategy; listing of excluded studies; assessment of bias; funding sources; justification of metaanalysis; impact of risk of bias on meta-analysis and investigation of publication bias. In Yoshimura et
al. 2017 (27), identified issues were: search strategy; excluded studies listing; justification and
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adequate investigation of risk of bias and publication bias.
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Exercise Interventions

Exercise interventions used within the reviews are summarised in Table 2. Mixed training, combining
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resistance exercise with aerobic, balance and gait training, was the most common type of exercise
used in five out of the seven trials (23, 24). The other two trials used resistance training (28) and whole
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body vibration (22). Only one study used a home based unsupervised exercise intervention (29), with
five of the other interventions delivered in supervised groups (22-24, 28, 30) and one intervention
incorporating supervised groups and unsupervised home exercise programme (25) .
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Comparator interventions

Four of the studies compared exercise alone to nutrition, nutrition + exercise and general health
education/relaxation (23-25, 30). The nutritional supplements included tea catechins (23), amino acid
supplementation (24), a combination of tea catechin and amino acid supplementation (30) and
protein supplementation (25). Global sensorimotor training, vibratory mechanical-acoustic focal
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therapy and no training were compared in the fifth study (28). The final two studies comparator
groups were advised to maintain usual levels of physical activity (29) or received no training (22). .

Outcome measures
Outcomes were recorded post-intervention but not at follow up in both reviews and selection of
measurement tools varied widely. Five of the seven studies used bioelectrical impedence to measure
muscle mass (23-25, 29, 30), with one study using ultrasound measurement of the cross-sectional area
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of the dominant vastus medialis (22) and one study not recording muscle mass (28). Muscle strength
was quantified by measuring knee extension strength (handheld or isokinetic dynamometer (22, 23,
29, 30) maximal isometric strength on a leg extension machine (28)) and/or hand grip strength (23,
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25, 29, 30). Walking speed (self-selected and maximal) was the most common form of physical
performance measure employed in four out of the seven studies. Further measures included:_ gait
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adaptability (timed up and go (23); gait analysis (30)); physical activity (step count and energy
expenditure (30)); balance (one legged stance (29) and static and dynamic balance (28)) or physical
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performance (22)(Table 1).
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performance battery of tests (Senior Fitness Test) (25) One study did not measure physical

Quality of evidence

The PEDro scale (31) and the GRADE system were used in the Vlietstra et al. (2018) review to measure
individual study quality. A mean score of 5.5/10 (range 0-10) was given for the studies on the PEDro
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scale and the studies were rated as low quality using the GRADE system. Yoshimura et al. (2017) used
the Cochrane Collaboration Risk of Bias tool (32). One study included in this review demonstrated low
risk of bias for random sequence generation and incomplete outcome data, but was unclear or high
risk of bias on all other measures (30). Another demonstrated low risk for random sequence
generation and other bias, but unclear risk of bias for all other measures (22). The final two studies
both demonstrated low risk of bias for random sequence generation, allocation concealment, blinding
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of outcome assessment and incomplete outcome data and high risk of bias for blinding of participants
and personnel and unclear risk of bias for selective reporting and other bias (23, 24).

Review results summary
Meta-analysis conducted by Vlietstra et al. (2018) indicated mixed exercise training can improve
appendicular lean mass and leg muscle mass, knee extension strength and timed up and go (Table 1),
however not all studies were included in this analysis. Only five of the six included studies measured
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muscle mass and measurement methods and outcomes recorded were heterogeneous making
comparisons problematic (22-25, 29, 30). Muscle strength improvements were observed in five of the
six studies but these were not always significant. Gait speed was measured in four of the studies (22-
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24, 29) but meta-analysis did not demonstrate an improvement in this variable; timed up and go speed

re

did, however, appear to improve in the synthesis of data from two of the studies (22, 23).

Synthesis of results of three mixed exercise interventions in the Yoshimura et al. (2017) review
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demonstrated mixed training was effective in improving appendicular skeletal muscle mass; knee
extension and walking speed but not grip strength (23, 24, 30). There was however, significant
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heterogeneity between the mixed training studies The review also included a study investigating the
effects of whole body vibration training on sarcopenia (22). This intervention led to no improvements
in muscle mass and strength following the 12-week intervention.
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Overall narrative synthesis of results of the two reviews indicates that exercise can improve
appendicular skeletal muscle mass and leg muscle mass as measured by bioimpedence but does not
alter cross sectional area of vastus medialis. Exercise also improves knee extension strength but not
grip strength. Improvements in gait speed were noted in the first review and results were approaching
significance in the second, where improvements were also observed in Timed up and go scores. These
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results should be viewed with caution due to the lack of studies included in the analyses and their low
quality.

Re-review of findings applying new EWGSOP sarcopenia guidelines
None of the excluded and included studies in this review used the new operational definition of
sarcopenia (e.g. low muscle strength defined by chair stand and grip strength) to define study
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population.

Discussion
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This umbrella review aimed to synthesise current systematic review evidence on the effectiveness of
exercise in treating sarcopenia to inform clinical practice. Two reviews including seven individual
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studies and 619 participants were identified using the EWGSOP 2010 definition of sarcopenia. Both
reviews demonstrated a positive effect on both muscle mass and function. Results however, should
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be viewed with caution due to the small sample size and the critically low methodology of both
reviews. Although our search identified a number of potential systematic reviews, the majority were
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excluded as review populations were not diagnosed with sarcopenia and outcomes did not include
both muscle mass and muscle function. A further exploration of included/excluded studies to
determine whether the new EWGSOP operational definition of sarcopenia altered our results revealed
that none of either the excluded or the included studies had included populations diagnosed with
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sarcopenia using the new definition. This finding is perhaps unsurprising as the new guidelines were
recently produced, leaving little time for new research using these criteria to be undertaken. Before
clinical guidelines can be established for the treatment of sarcopenia with exercise, further research
using more precision regarding the inclusion of populations with sarcopenia and outcome
measurement is required
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Defining target population and appropriate outcomes

It was surprising to find so few eligible systematic reviews on sarcopenia and exercise within this
rapidly growing field. Thirty-four out of the thirty-six full-text studies identified as potentially eligible
were excluded, predominantly due to reviews not including individuals with sarcopenia and/or
measures of both muscle mass and muscle function not being assessed. The papers excluded included
a widely cited review supporting the use of exercise training for sarcopenia which included
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appropriate outcomes but not participants specifically diagnosed with sarcopenia (7).

Not one of the individual studies included in the two reviews applied the 2010 EWGSOP guidelines
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and cut-points for diagnosing sarcopenia. The 2010 guidelines have been recently updated with a new
operational definition recognising that low muscle strength (measured by grip strength and chair
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stand measure) is probably indicative of sarcopenia and should be the first metric to be assessed (2).
A diagnosis of sarcopenia can then be confirmed by assessment of low muscle quantity or quality

lP

(measured by DXA and BIA methods in clinical care and by DXA, MRI or CT in research). If sarcopenia
is confirmed using the cut-off points for muscle strength and muscle quantity or quality, the
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measurement of physical performance will indicate sarcopenia severity. The cut-off points provided
by the new guidelines will hopefully expand research findings in the field of exercise and sarcopenia
to enable the guidance of clinical practice.
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Settings and exercise interventions

Due to the lack of available evidence, we were unable to establish the most appropriate dose (e.g.
time, frequency, repetition) of exercise with which to treat older people with sarcopenia. Whether
current guidelines for the recommended dose of exercise for older people (33, 34) would also be
appropriate to treat sarcopenia has yet to be established.
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Supervised group-based structured exercise was the most common mode of exercise delivery in the
reviews. Group-based supervised exercise is effective in the short-term in older adults (35, 36) and
this type of delivery provides social and professional support which can in turn lead to increased selfefficacy (37). However, a number of barriers exist to older adults undertaking group based sessions
outside of research trials and similar barriers are likely to exist in individuals with sarcopenia. Barriers
to participating in group-based exercise include: accessibility; cost; transport and lack of available or
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adequately trained professionals. Group based exercise also does not often lead to long-term physical
activity behaviour change (38). Free-living physical activity interventions e.g. everyday physical
activities including walking, have been shown to be an effective and pragmatic approach to changing
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long-term physical activity behaviour in older adults and reducing falls (39, 40). However, in the case
of sarcopenia, although this approach may lead to improvements in functional performance outcomes

re

(e.g. walking speed/endurance), this type of activity may not specifically target muscle strength, and
mass. As muscle strength and mass are closely associated with falls (41), they are important outcomes
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to target in individuals with sarcopenia.
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The majority of interventions were mixed exercise interventions combining aerobic, balance and
strength training, with only one intervention solely delivering resistance exercise. If muscle strength
is to be determined by grip strength and chair stands as recommended by EWGSOP it would seem
appropriate to develop exercise programmes that target both lower limb and upper limb strength
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through both functional exercise (e.g. sit to stand) and resistance exercise targeting specific muscles
(e.g. knee extension exercises). Whether adding aerobic and balance training to a resistance
programme is valuable for targeting sarcopenia requires further investigation as although these
training modes may improve overall physical performance (potentially reducing falls) they may not
specifically impact on muscle strength and quantity and quality.
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Whether short-term improvements can lead to long-term improvements has not been established as
at present outcomes have been only assessed post-intervention and not at follow-up. As sarcopenia
is likely to progress with age interventions potentially need to be long-term. Changing long-term
behaviour and forming exercise habits in older people is challenging and requires further investigation
(42).

Limitations
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The heterogeneity of the populations; outcomes and interventions included within the two eligible
reviews and the low quality of the reviews limits achievement of our original aim to guide clinicians
on the use of exercise to treat sarcopenia. Even in the two reviews deemed eligible for inclusion, low
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quality limited interpretation of findings. For example Vlietstra et al. (2018) included a study that did
not measure muscle mass and a quasi-experimental study but was deemed still appropriate for
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inclusion as the review only targeted trials where the population was diagnosed with sarcopenia.
Yoshimura et al. (2017) included a study where the population had sarcopenic obesity and it could be
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not have been included.
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argued that this population may respond very differently to an exercise intervention therefore should

The EWGSOP 2010 definition of sarcopenia was used to identify eligible reviews as the majority of
reviews were published before the new 2018 EWGSOP guidelines were available. This may limit the
interpretation of the findings as the new guidelines have a focus on low muscle strength rather than
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muscle mass and muscle function. We did re-review the included and excluded studies in this review
to determine if this altered results but as predicted none of these studies used the new operational
definition of sarcopenia to define their population.

Future directions
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As the evidence for the most effective method of treating those diagnosed with sarcopenia with
exercise is sparse, clinicians may benefit from using current alternative guidelines on exercise in older
people until the evidence base in this area expands (33). To guide clinicians on the treatment of
sarcopenia with exercise, we recommend future researchers apply the new operational definition of
sarcopenia using recommended cut-points to identify participants and measure outcomes. Although
structured exercise programmes appear to lead to some short-term improvements in sarcopenia,
research is needed on the best methods of changing long-term exercise behaviour to target this long-
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term condition. We also know very little about what type (e.g. resistance, mixed training) and dose
(e.g. frequency, repetition, time) of exercise leads to the most benefit for people with sarcopenia, nor
how best to deliver exercise programmes at scale to people with sarcopenia. Exercise is a potential
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low-risk, relatively low-cost treatment for sarcopenia and as sarcopenia continues to emerge as an
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important condition for older people, further research is required in this field to guide clinical practice.
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